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Sir, Libby Purves is on the right lines in her article “Why I’m happy for my home to fund my care” (May 22). The inclusion of one’s property in the 

means-testing exercise for home care simply deals with a longstanding anomaly that favoured those staying at home rather than in care homes. This needed 

to be corrected. 

Increased longevity, and an ever-increasing number of older people, mean that we cannot reasonably expect the state to fund all our care needs for ever. 

Long-term care costs need to be shared by the state, the individual, their families and their communities. Successive governments have dithered on this 

issue for too long and this change, together with the consultation now announced on a cap, is most welcome. 

Leon Smith 

CEO, Leo Baeck Housing Association 

Sir, It seems to me that there are three types of fairness involved in paying for health and social care. First, it should not matter whether the illness requires 

health care or social care. Second, it should not matter where the care takes place. Third, payment should be by pooled risk paid for on a progressive basis. 

I would be happy to pay on this basis, and it would probably cost me tens of thousands of pounds. It is confiscatory and vindictive to require payment of 
almost unlimited amounts, or nothing, purely based on whether one gets ill or not. If Libby Purves is happy for her house to fund her social care, why 

doesn’t she propose the same system for the NHS? Life is unfair but there’s no need to introduce unfairness deliberately. 

Simon Hunter 

Brookmans Park, Herts 

Sir, Libby Purves is to be congratulated for her common sense. It is accepted practice in many parts of the world for families to care for elderly relatives, 

but it has become the norm for many in UK society to devolve that responsibility to third parties. Those who may inherit wealth on the death of a close 

relative cannot expect to receive what would, in effect, be a government handout. 



We are becoming a severely statistically slewed ageing society, which has already been recognised in the changes to pensionable age, so it is a natural 

progression to seek alternative methods of funding old-age care for those who will need it. 

Roger Calvert 

Smeeton Westerby, Leics 

Sir, The main plank of the Conservative manifesto has collapsed faster than a pack of cards. The prime minister has rather ridiculously claimed that 

“nothing has changed” just a day after Damian Green explained why a floor was preferable to a cap. Indeed the manifesto itself stated that the original 

proposals were “more equitable, within and across the generations, than the proposals following the Dilnot report”. 

The reversal of Mrs May’s manifesto after only four days will have been noted with great interest in Brussels. For “strong and stable” perhaps read “weak 

and indecisive”. 

John Stone 

Matlock, Derbyshire 

Sir, Libby Purves omits to mention that she would also be partly funding the care of any resident who has no savings, as the local authority funding is 

capped to well below cost. Querying a recent fee increase of 10 per cent for my husband’s care, I was told that without the subsidies from self-funders the 

care home would have to close. The Conservative manifesto published last week makes no reference to increasing funding to local authorities but simply 

leaves those of us who have a modest home and some savings to pick up the bills. 

Jacqueline Wood 

London N2 

Sir, Bravo Libby Purves and shame on Mrs May for losing her nerve. As a fellow member of Ms Purves’s generation, who have benefited so much from 

house-price inflation, I agree that our properties should be used to fund our care, whether in our own homes or in care homes. If our children have the 

pleasure of our existence for longer, meaning they inherit less, I like to think they will regard themselves as the lucky ones. 

Katy Norman 

Sturminster Marshall, Dorset 

 


